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that Kolophon would have played a part in this movement
second to no Greek state, had not a war with the new power
of Lydia, arising from its landward interests, involved the
city, round about the year 660, in irremediable and unfore-
seen disaster.
Politically the constitution was of the most liberal type
yet devised : the deliberative and legislative body seems to
have been an assembly of IjOOO,1 not hereditary, but drawn
from the propertied classes, and the property qualification
was relatively low. " Every carl who throve so " that he
could provide himself with full armour and a war-horse,
ranked as a full citizen 2 ; and such was the prosperity of
Kolophon in the late eighth and early seventh centuries
that actually a majority of the free-born population then
reached the coveted standard.3 Clearly no constitution
could have been better calculated than this, with its reward
for good farming and possession of the most formidable
military equipment, to promote the power and prosperity of
the commonwealth.
In their early days the Kolophonians seem to have
observed a number of laws or customs — the word vopos did
not distinguish between the two — of the naively moralizing
kind that later writers loved to collect as relics of the good
old days,4 Such was one, still nominally in force in the
Hellenistic age, that flute-girls and lyre-girls and makers
of all kinds of music might only be paid for entertainment
given between sunrise and sunset 5 ; and such, presumably,
what was at least a social convention, that in mixing wine
1	See Xenophanes below ; also ©eon-o/itTroj (frag. 129) ^iXiovs <f>rjalv avSpas
avr&v aXovpyets cj>o potivras crroAd? dffrt»7roAeiv (Ath. xii, p. 52Gc) ;  and cf. p. 188,
on Kyme.
2	Ar. Politics, iv, 12906.
3	Ib.
* Ath,, loc. cit. (a locus classicus on Kolophon ; muddle-headed, but
quoting his sources, more Atheniensi), quoting Phylarchos (frag. 62) : rfy apxyv
ovres OK\T]pol £v rats dywyaiff.
B Phylarch. ap. Ath., loc. cit :  N6^ov eOevro os en. Kal etf>' ij/uv ijv . .
i.e. the inscription was still to be seen at Kolophon ?   What follows after
the account of the law — " so then they were free to get drunk " — is Ath. at
his worst.   The point, of course, was to discourage sitting up late,

